Honors Seminar Course List

Honors Seminars are capped at 20 students or fewer, and are predominantly discussion-based. All Honors courses numbered 444 or 440 are considered seminar-style.

Spring 2024

The Following Courses WILL Count as Honors Seminars

- AMST 444C (H01) - PICTURING AMERICA: THE ARTS & SOCIAL CHANGE
- BIOL 444B (H01) - CURRENT CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES IN BIOLOGY
- CLAS 530B (H01) - CLASSICAL LITERARY AND PERFORMANCE GENRES
- ENGL 401H (01) - HONORS/FIRST-YEAR WRITING
- ENGL 440A (H01) - ON RACE IN CULTURE AND SOCIETY
- ENGL 440B (H01) - HONORS/SEEING IS BELIEVING: HOW THE COPERNICAN REVOLUTION CHANGED THE WAY WE SEE OURSELVES
- ESCI 444A (H01) - PHILOSOPHY OF EARTH SCIENCE
- HIST 440E (01) - HONORS/DRUGS AND ADDICTION IN WORLD HISTORY
- PHIL 424H (01) - HONORS/THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY: SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
- PHIL 440C (H01) - HONORS/THE COPERNICAN LENS: FINDING A PLACE FOR HUMANITY
- PHYS 440A (H01) - HON/SEARCHING FOR OUR PLACE IN THE UNIVERSE: FOUNDATION AND LIMITS OF CERTAINTY IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE

The Following Courses WILL NOT Count as Honors Seminars

- ANTH 411 (H04) - GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE HUMAN CONDITION: AN INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY
- ARTS 532H (01) - HONORS/INTRODUCTORY DRAWING
- BIOL 412H (01) - HONORS/INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY: EVOLUTION, BIODIVERSITY, AND ECOLOGY LABORATORY
- CHEM 404H (01) - HONORS/GENERAL CHEMISTRY II
- ECON 401H (01) - HONORS/PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (MACRO)
- PHYS 408H (S01) - HONORS/GENERAL PHYSICS II
- SUST 401 (H01) - EXPLORING SUSTAINABILITY
Fall 2023

The Following Courses WILL Count as Honors Seminars

AMST 444D (H01) - LONG-AGO STORIES BEHIND EVERYDAY LIFE
CLAS 444D (H01) - ATHENS, ROME, AND THE BIRTH OF THE UNITED STATES
DS 444 (H01) - MEANING OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
ENGL 401H (H01) - HONORS/FIRST-YEAR WRITING
EREC 444 (H01) - THE NEW PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN
HIST 440D (H01) - HONORS/CITIZENS AND PERSONS
HUMA 444E (H01) - WHAT IS A CRIMINAL?
HUMA 527 (H01) - HUMANITIES AND RELIGION
MUSI 444 (H01) - MUSIC AND SOCIAL CHANGE
PHIL 421 (H01) - PHILOSOPHY AND THE ARTS
PHIL 440A (01) - HONORS/WHO ARE YOU? PERSONAL IDENTITY AND HUMANITY
PHIL 440B (01) - HONORS/WHO'S HUMAN NOW?
PSYC 440A (01) - HONORS/UNDERSTANDING THE HUMAN BRAIN
SW 440A (H01) – HONORS/HEALTHY COMMUNITIES: ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE AND SOCIAL CHANGE

The Following Courses WILL NOT Count as Honors Seminars

ANTH 415 (H01) - THE HUMAN STORY: EVOLUTION, FOSSILS AND DNA
ANTH 501 (A01) - WORLD ARCHAEOLOGICAL CULTURES
ARTS 532H (01) - HONORS/INTRODUCTORY DRAWING
BIOL 411 (H01) - INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY: MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR
BIOL 412H (01) - HONORS/INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY: EVOLUTION, BIODIVERSITY, AND ECOLOGY LABORATORY
ECON 402 (H01) - PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (MICRO)
EXSC 527 (H01) - SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATIONS OF HEALTH AND FITNESS
MATH 425H (S01) - HONORS/CALCULUS I
MS 401 (H01) - SCIENCE OF STUFF
NR 435H (01) - HONORS/CONTEMPORARY CONSERVATION ISSUES AND ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
PHYS 407H (01) - HONORS/GENERAL PHYSICS I

The following Honors courses WILL count toward the seminar requirement in Spring 2023:

AMST 444C (H01) - PICTURING AMERICA: THE ARTS & SOCIAL CHANGE
The following Honors courses WILL NOT count toward the seminar requirement in Spring 2023:

- ARTS 532H (01) - HONORS/INTRODUCTORY DRAWING
- BIOL 412H (01) - HONORS/INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY: EVOLUTION, BIODIVERSITY, AND ECOLOGY LABORATORY
- CHEM 404H (01) - HONORS/GENERAL CHEMISTRY II
- ECON 401H (01) - HONORS/PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (MACRO)
- ENGL 401H (01) - HONORS/FIRST-YEAR WRITING
- PHYS 408H (S01) - HONORS/GENERAL PHYSICS II

The following Honors courses WILL count toward the seminar requirement in Fall 2022:

- AMST 444D: LONG-AGO STORIES BEHIND EVERYDAY LIFE
- ARTH 444: MONA LISA TO MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING: AN INTRODUCTION TO RENAISSANCE CULTURE
- CLAS 540A: ENVIRONMENT, TECHNOLOGY AND ANCIENT SOCIETY: SUSTAINING ANCIENT ROME ECOLOGY AND EMPIRE
The following Honors courses WILL NOT count toward the seminar requirement in Fall 2022. These courses may still be used to count toward your two "other" Honors Discovery courses.

ANTH 415: THE HUMAN STORY: EVOLUTION, FOSSILS AND DNA
ARTS 532: HONORS/INTRODUCTORY DRAWING
BIOL 411: INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY: MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR
BIOL 412: INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY: MOLECULAR AND CELLULAR
ECON 402: PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (MICRO)
ENGL 401: HONORS/FIRST-YEAR WRITING
HIST 422: WORLD HISTORY IN THE MODERN ERA
MATH 425: HONORS/CALCULUS I
MS 401: SCIENCE OF STUFF
NR 435: HONORS/CONTEMPORARY CONSERVATION ISSUES AND ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
NUTR 525: FOOD AND CULTURE IN ITALY
NUTR: 530: CRITICAL ANALYSIS IN FOOD STUDIES
PHYS 407: HONORS/GENERAL PHYSICS I

The following Honors courses WILL count toward the seminar requirement in Spring 2022:

ADMN 444: BUSINESS FOR PEOPLE, PLANET, AND PROFITS
AMST 444C
ANTH 411: GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE HUMAN CONDITION: AN INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY
BIOL 444B: CURRENT CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES IN BIOLOGY
ENGL 440A: ON RACE IN CULTURE AND SOCIETY
ENGL 440B: HONORS/SEEING IS BELIEVING: HOW THE COPERNICAN REVOLUTION CHANGED THE WAY WE SEE OURSELVES
ESCI 444A: PHILOSOPHY OF EARTH SCIENCE  
GEOG 405: THERE IS NO PLANET B  
HIST 437: HONORS/THE MAD AMONG US: A GLOBAL HISTORY OF MENTAL DISORDER  
HIST 440A: MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., AND THE STRUGGLE FOR RACIAL JUSTICE  
HIST 440G: HONORS/REVOLUTIONS IN SCIENCE  
HIST 444H: HONORS/FROM BEIJING TO BAGHDAD: OBJECTS ALONG THE SILK ROAD  
HIST 444J: HONORS/GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP: IN PURSUIT OF LIBERTY  
HUMA 526: HUMANITIES AND SCIENCE  
HUMA 527: HUMANITIES AND RELIGION  
OT444: LIVING AND DOING WITH TECHNOLOGY  
LLC 444H  
PHIL 424: HONORS/THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY: SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY  
PHIL 440C: HONORS/THE COPERNICAN LENS: FINDING A PLACE FOR HUMANITY  
PHYS 440A: HON/SEARCHING FOR OUR PLACE IN THE UNIVERSE: FOUNDATION AND LIMITS OF CERTAINTY IN PHYSICAL SCIENCE  
THDA 440A: HONORS/THEATRE AND SOCIAL JUSTICE  
ZOOL 406: HONORS/EVOLUTION OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR  

The following Honors courses WILL NOT count toward the seminar requirement in Spring 2022. These courses may still be used to count toward your two "other" Honors Discovery courses.  

BIOL 412: HONORS/INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY: EVOLUTION, BIODIVERSITY, AND ECOLOGY LABORATORY  
CHEM 404: HONORS/GENERAL CHEMISTRY II  
ECON 401: HONORS/PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS (MACRO)  
ENGL 401: HONORS/FIRST-YEAR WRITING  
MATH 426: HONORS/CALCULUS II  
PHYS 408: HONORS/GENERAL PHYSICS II  
THDA 438: HONORS/HISTORY OF THEATRE II  

Fall 2021 honors seminars:  

AMST 444  
ANTH 411  
CLAS 444D
DS 444  
HIST 444D  
HIST 444H  
HUMA 444E  
MUSI 444  
PHIL 401  
PHIL 435  
POLT 403  
THDA 444A  
WS 444A

**Fall 2021 non-seminars:**

ANTH 415  
ARTS 532  
BIOL 411  
BIOL 412  
ECON 402  
ENGL 401  
MATH 425  
MS 401  
NR 435  
PHYS 407  
THDA 436

These courses may still be used to count toward your two "other" Honors Discovery courses.